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Knowledge Attitudes and beliefs

Skills

The importance of water 
and sanitation in your 
community
Structure, roles and 
responsibilities of WSC 
members
Routes of faecal-oral 
transmission and 
preventative actions
Safe water chain
Healthy gender roles and 
responsibilities
Linkage with the Self Help 
Group (SHG) and other 
community structures 
(CF, LC1)

It is a visual tool 
and guide for 
facilitating a WSC 
training

It provides key 
talking points 
to ensure they are 
covered

WSC should have confidence and clarity on:
• Ability to manage water, hygiene and 

sanitation 
• Roles and duties to be an active member of 

the WSC
• Importance of transparency and accountability
Pride as a change agent for a healthy and 
happy community

Actively identify problems and solutions to 
water and sanitation issues in your community
Community Care and Responsibility for the 
Water Point 
Practice developing and using WSC record 
keeping for expenses and collections
Make a clear short and long term O and M plan

Background Information

Learning Objectives for Training Manual 
Purpose
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Composition of the Water & 
Sanitation Committee - 7 people

Qualifications 

Chair person 
Vice Chair person
Secretary
Treasurer
Two caretakers
Mobilizers

Be a user of the water source
Needs to do so voluntarily
Must always be available
Should be elected
Should be able to work as part of a team
Respectable and accountable person
Open and transparent

WSC Committee Roles and 
Responsibilities

Step 1

Ask what is a Water 
and Sanitation 
committee?  
Encourage participants 
to give a definition and 
not concentrate on the 
functions as this will 
come later. After hearing 
from participants 
summarise by saying, 
the definition is: 

A WSC is a group 
of women and men 
chosen within and by 
the community who 
take responsibility for 
the water source and 
its safe usage within 
the village. They also 
promote hygiene and 
sanitation practices.

The WSC is important because it 
helps maintain the water point by 
collecting water fees, working hand 
in hand with HPM to do maintenance 
and repairs, mobilizing the community 
to maintain cleanliness of water point, 
and promoting hygiene and sanitation 
adoption by community members.

VHTs, LC1, SHG representatives, 
and influential leaders are included 
in the WSC training as they support 
the committee and help hold it 
accountable for its work.

The SHG, not the WSC, should 
hold the water user fees collected 
by the WSC and the SHG. The WSC 
requests money from the SHG and 
pays the mechanic for maintenance 
and repair. The SHG and WSC work 
together to ensure the water point is 
maintained and repaired at all times.
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WSC Committee Roles and 
Responsibilities

Step 1
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WSC Committee Roles and 
Responsibilities

Step 1

Hand out the pictures that demonstrate 
action steps that need to be done for a 
hygienic, functional water point.
Ask them to discuss the activities depicted in 
the picture
Ask are there any other functions that you 
will be doing that are not depicted in these 
pictures?
Make sure all of the following are included:
• Persuade the community to care about 

clean water access
• To plan for the repair and maintenance of 

safe water sources
• To meet regularly to discuss the affairs of 

their water source
• To hold community meetings to discuss 

water issues

• To ensure a safe water chain, clean 
containers and good hygiene

• To establish and manage water 
source maintenance fund, in liaison 
with LCs to formulate simple bylaws 
and a constitution to be followed by the 
users of the water source

• To mediate, in liaison with LCs, all 
disputes or conflicts regarding use and 
maintenance of the water source

• To take measures, in liaison with LCs, 
to discipline the defaulters of the bylaws

Ask them to identify any challenges 
to perform these activities
Discuss how such challenges can be 
overcome
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WSC Committee Roles and 
Responsibilities

Step 1
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WSC Committee Roles and 
Responsibilities

Step 1

Secretary (Record Keeper)

To keep a list of all the users of the 
water source and their payment history.
Keep WSC records such as meeting 
notes, maintenance and repair log, and 
receipts of funds received and spent. 
Share records with SHG and LC1 as 
appropriate for transparency.

Mobilizer

Communicate 
messages through 
household visits, phone 
calls, or written notes to 
encourage the community 
to participate in WSC 
meetings or events, or 
encourage people to 
participate in special 
cleanups of the water 
point.

Caretaker

Maintain an organized water point, with no 
children playing at water source and structures to keep 
out animals.
Support treasurer in followup of water user fee 
collection.
Encourage water users to use clean fetching 
containers.
Resolve any conflicts at the water point or elevate to 
chair person.
Monitor the water point, perform basic oiling and 
greasing, and report any problems to the chair person.

Treasurer (Collector of 
Funds)

Collect funds from non-SHG 
member water users.
Deliver fees collected from non-
members to the SHG.
Accept money from SHG for 
authorized maintenance and repair 
and pay mechanic.

Chairperson/Vice Chairperson

Mobilization of the WSC for 
quarterly meetings and regular 
coordination with SHG for 
harmonized planning.

Liaise with the LC1 to for 
any disciplinary actions needed.

Manage and resolve 
conflicts at the water point.

Coordinate community for 
any trainings or followup by The 
Water Trust or government.

Lead advocacy for the 
community to pay water user 
fees and follow good sanitation 
and hygiene.

Liaise with handpump 
mechanic to have 
maintenance and repair 
conducted.
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WSC Committee Roles and 
Responsibilities

Step 1
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Other Roles and ResponsibilitiesStep 1

Water Users

Self-Help Group

To assist the committee in the mobilization and 
dissemination of information.
Participate in voting or selecting (and replacing when 
necessary) members of the WSC.
Protecting the water source and maintaining clean 
environment with drainages, functional fence, slashing and 
stopping children from playing with pump.
Make monthly contributions to maintenance fund and 
abide by the laws and regulations set.
Attend all meetings related to the good will of their water point.

Holds all user fees in the water bag in the savings box.
Provides money to WSC for authorized maintenance and 
repairs. 
Maintains records of payments by group members and 
non-group members and all expenditures of funds.

Local Council 1 Chair Person

Handpump Mechanic

Hold meetings with the 
communities about the water source.
To collect people's views on  
affairs of the water source and bring 
them to the attention of the committee.
Supervise work of committee 
and hold meetings with the committee 
about the water source.
Support chairperson when needed.

Repair hand pump when broken.
Advice the caretaker/committee 
on routine maintenance.
Advice the committee on 
anticipated major repairs likely to 
happen.
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WSC Committee Roles and 
Responsibilities

Step 1
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Water Point Management 
Establish a Sanitary Water Point

Step 2

Key Requirements

No latrine within 30 M of the 
water point. 

Clean surrounding area, 
slashed and cleared. 

Fenced water point with clear 
drainage and working soak pit.

Hand washing facility at the 
water point. 
Compound should have 
proper drainage channels to 
stop dirty rainwater runoff.

Establish a water point that minimizes the risk of contamination of or damage to the well.

Natural grass (pasikalam) should be 
planted to prevent soil erosion and absorb 
water poured in compound of water source.

Boundary of water point should be marked 
by rounding live fence spices. 

Water point must not be fenced with 
germinating poles.

Washing of clothes and jerrycan at water 
point should be done at lower end of soak pit 
or 10 meter away from water point.

No rubbish within 10 meters.
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Unsafe water Safe water

Water Point Management 
Establish a Sanitary Water Point

Step 2
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Water Point Management 
Constructing a Soak Pit

Step 2

How do you construct a soak pit?

Sink the pit immediately at the end of the drain. It must then be at least 1 meter deep 
and 1 meter in diameter

The pit should be filled with red stone (gravel may be used in places where red 
stones are hard to find)

Cover pit top with a polythene bag and then soil.

A soak pit is constructed to prevent flooding around the water source. 

The flowing water from the channel goes direct into the pit and then it infiltrates into the 
soil thus keeping the area dry and hygienic.
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Water Point Management 
Constructing a Soak Pit

Step 2
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Water Point Management 
Fencing the Water Point

Step 2

Fencing stops animals from accessing 
the apron and drain so that they only 
access water from the trough only.

It also enforces discipline and order 
in how people access the water point.

Fencing is done with locally available 
materials which are cheap and long 
lasting.

The durability of the fence depends on 
materials and workmanship.

Ask participants to brainstorm on 
the best way and materials for fencing 
boreholes, note the different ideas.

For agro-pastoral communities, the 
fence stops at the drain leaving the animal 
trough accessible by animals.

Possible materials to be used:
• Big and mature hardwood resistant to 

termites (preferable)
• Thorny tree branches 
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Water Point Management 
Fencing the Water Point

Step 2
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Water Point Management 
Operating a Hand Pump

Step 2

Committee, especially caretaker, 
should ensure hand pump is used 
appropriately.

Proper handling of hand pumps is 
important as it determines the life of 
the hand pump.

If operated carelessly, hand pumps 
may not last long.

Ask some participants to 
demonstrate how to pump water.

Observe how they do it and give 
guidance and recommendations 
while demonstrating proper way.
• Make a complete gentle stroke 

when drawing water.
• Do not bang the pump.
• Do not swing on the handle 

(especially children)
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Operating a Hand Pump

19
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Operations and Maintenance 
Introduction to Key Terms

Step 3

Operation refers to the everyday running 
and handling of a water supply, including 
correct use of the pump to ensure a long 
life and minimal maintenance needed.

Maintenance refers to the activities aimed 
at sustaining the water supply in a proper 
working condition. It can be divided into:

Preventive maintenance:
regular inspection and servicing to 
preserve assets and minimize 
breakdowns;
Minor repairs:
Minor repair and replacement of 
broken and worn out parts to sustain 
reliable facilities; and
Major Repair: 
Responses to emergency breakdowns 
and user complaints to restore a failed 
supply.

Monitoring:
regularly checking for any notable 
issues with the water point’s 
functionality or how people are using 
it, and reporting any issues that may 
need maintenance or repair. Operation and maintenance (O&M): 

the sum total of activities required to 
achieve continuous, sustainable water 
supply at minimal cost.
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Broken Hand Pump Well Managed Hand Pump

Operations and Maintenance 
Introduction to Key Terms

Step 3
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Broken Pump 
Discussion

Functional pump 
discussion

Reflection on 
application to their 
water point

Give them a picture 
of broken down 
hand pump/well.

Ask them to identify 
the problems with 
the hand pump/well.

List down the 
problems identified.

Give them the picture of a well-
maintained hand pump/well.

Ask them why they think there 
is a difference between the 
pictures.

Ask them what steps could be 
taken to bridge the gap.

Give them the set of pictures of 
the activities for improving O&M.

Ask them to place the pictures 
and describe the steps to get 
from the broken down well to a 
well maintained one.

Discuss what action are 
needed to improve O&M of 
their own water source.

Identify who will be 
responsible for doing what.

Plan when and where 
things will be happen.

Discuss how to monitor 
progress (e.g. register of 
contributions for O&M).

Operations and Maintenance 
Discussion of Critical Steps for Functional Well

Step 3
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Operations and Maintenance 
Discussion of Critical Steps for Functional Well

Step 3

Broken Hand Pump Well Managed Hand Pump
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Operations and Maintenance 
Monitoring Water Point for Issues

Step 3

Minor problems today need to be 
detected and addressed to prevent 
malfunction.

If minor problems not addressed,
can lead to expensive damage. 

It’s the responsibility of every water 
user in the community to report any 
signs of malfunction to the caretaker.

The caretaker should monitor the 
pump and report issues to the WSC 
and SHG.

No or little flow of water

Noise during operation (pumping)

Difficult to operate handle

Shaky handle

Hand pump handle moves easily but 
no flow of water

Below are some signs that the 
hand pump is not working well:



Operations and Maintenance 
Monitoring Water Point for Issues

Step 3
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Operations and Maintenance 
Common Issues and Solutions

Step 3

Issue Solution

No water/Low Yield = Pipe leakage, low yield/flow, faulty cylinder

Noise during operation/Pumping = Bent connecting rods, rust on 
                                                            chain, loose nuts and bolts

Difficult to operate handle: very deep borehole, faulty cylinder

Shaky handle: Loose axle, bolts and nuts, worn out bearings

Handle return backwards with force /difficult to push down: 
Disconnected pipes, Disconnected cylinder

Folding of the chain during return stroke: Faulty cylinder, 
Disconnected connecting rod, Top connecting rod is above the 
water tank

Call the HPMA

Call the HPMA
OR Grease the chain
OR tighten nuts and bolts

Call the HPMA

Tighten
OR Call the HPMA

Call the HPMA

Call the HPMA
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Operations and Maintenance 
Common Issues and Solutions

Step 3
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Possible Sources of FundingWhy Funds are Needed

For buying spare parts of the pump.
For paying for HPM services.
Transport committee to buy spare parts.
For poles and nails to construct water point fences.
For buying cement for minor rehabilitations on the 
waterpoint.
For buying record keeping equipment like counter 
books, pens, receipt book etc.
For buying tools for cleaning water point 
environment like hoe, slasher.

Monthly water user’s contribution per 
household for Non saving members.
Monthly contribution per passbook for 
saving group members.
Registration fees/contribution from new 
members in the village.
Water sellers/contribution members selling 
water as business.
Contribution from well-wishers (politicians)
Contribution from projects started from 
collected money for water.

Operations and Maintenance 
The Role of Funding for Water Point Sustainability

Step 3

Ask participants to brainstorm on: 
   Reasons why community has to pay water user fees/

       reasons why water funds are necessary/ important.
   Possible sources of raising funds.

The goal is to build understanding that financial 
management is critical for maintaining water point 
and that it is possible.
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Operations and Maintenance 
The Role of Funding for Water Point Sustainability

Step 3
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Why Make a Plan? What Does a Good Plan Include?

Breakdowns are 
often predictable but 
the exact moment is 
unexpected. 

If you build in 
preventative care, it 
will be less expensive 
and breakdown less 
often.

Maintenance every 60 to 90 days.
Any fencing or soak pit construction that is needed.
How to address any water contamination risks present.
Type of activity and frequency.
Requirements (personnel, cost, materials, equipment).
What you will require of water users.
How you will handle vulnerable households who may not be able 
to afford fees.
How to handle those that don’t comply.
When and how to access mechanics, plumbers, masons and spares.
Where and how to access extension workers when required for 
training and follow-up support.
The expected costs of the activities and supplies for maintenance 
and repair.
Expected fee income from water users. 

Operations and Maintenance 
Making Plan for Good O&M

Step 3
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Operations and Maintenance 
Making Plan for Good O&M

Step 3
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What Does a Good Plan Include?Ask participant to 
give at least two 
reasons why it is 
important to keep 
records and give 
accountability to 
water users.

Discuss key 
points below on 
how you do this 
practically.

WSC builds trust through accurate records on money it accepts 
and money it spends, which are shared with the SHG and the 
community.

WSC maintains accountability of water user payment by tracking 
the payments of each water user.

This accountability should be simple:
1   Give receipts to each water user when they make a payment.
2   Keep a record of each payment for each water user and each 

      transfer of funds from SHG.
3   Keep a record of each expenditure and the purpose by the 

      WSC, including transfers to the SHG for safe keeping.
4   At the end of each month the money should be transferred to 

      SHG to reduce risk and work.

Operations and Maintenance 
Maintaining Financial Accountability

Step 3
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Operations and Maintenance 
Maintaining Financial Accountability - Cash Book

Step 3

Date Name SignatureUnit 
Cost

Total 
Cost

Description of 
Expense

Quantity

Expenditure statement
(right page)

Date Household 
Name

Household 
Signature

Recipient 
Signature

Amount Paid Balance

Income Statement
(left page) Month of: 
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Ask community members what they 
understand by the term “safe water chain”.

Discuss the importance of clean water, 
good and bad safe water chain practices, 
and the many sources of contamination.

Ensure in the discussion you cover:
   Use a clean water source
   Clean the fetching container with

       soap and water
   Ensure fetching container is well 

       covered during transport
   Clean the storage container with 

       soap and water
   Clean cups with soap and water

Give participants picture of bad and 
good practices and ask them to arrange 
pictures to form a  good and bad chain.

Ask them to point out their practices 
at home and explain why they practice 
them.  Discuss the impact of these 
practices on the chain.

Then ask them to tell you which set 
of pictures they would select to be 
practiced in their homes and the reason 
why they have chosen the preferred set 
and list down the reasons.

Emphasize this is a topic the WSC 
can promote easily, not just change 
themselves.

Safe Water Chain OverviewStep 4
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Safe Water Chain OverviewStep 4

Fetch water from a clean, well maintained water source

Properly cover drinking water and use the two-cup system when drinking

Always clean containers used for fetching water with soap and water.

Properly wash untensils with clean water and soap and dry them on a rack.
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Faecal-oral Routes and Barrier AnalysisStep 5

Discussion of Faecal-oral Routes Barrier Analysis Key Points

Ask the participants to explain what 
they understand by faecal-oral routes, 
then  summarize: faecal means faeces, 
oral means mouth, and routes means 
ways. It refers to process by which faeces 
enters the human body and causes 
diseases like diarrhoea.

Facilitator asks participants to identify 
different faecal-oral routes and hygiene 
practices that prevent these routes. Refer 
to the routes and barriers in the image.

Give participants a set of pictures 
showing transmission routes.

Ask them to draw lines between them 
showing different faecal-oral routes.

Ask them to explain the different routes 
and make adjustments where necessary.

Ask them which routes they think are 
common in their communities.

Give the participants the 
picture set of hygienic practices 
(barriers).

Ask them to identify a barrier 
for each transmission route.

Ask them to explain how such 
hygienic practices prevent 
disease transmission.

Ask whether such hygienic 
practices exist in their community.

Ask which hygienic practices 
can be promoted in their 
community.

Discuss the role of the WSC in 
promoting a hygienic community 
for everyone.

Discuss how they will promote 
the selected practices in their 
community.

Pay attention 
to what topics 
they raise 
and what they 
don’t. Spend 
more time on 
risks that they 
overlook.

Poultry feces 
is a much bigger 
risk than people 
realize. 

Handwashing 
with soap is 
much more 
effective than 
people realize.
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Faecal-oral Routes and Barrier AnalysisStep 5

37

human faeces
fingers

flies

soil and surfaces

animal faeces

food

eating

BarriersFaecal-oral Routes

fluids
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Handwashing DemonstrationStep 6

This demonstration aims to raise the WSC’s awareness of the importance of handwashing. The aim is that they 
are motivated to ensure their families wash their hands with soap, as well as to promote it across the community.

Select a few participants and put significant 
quantity of glo germ gel / body jelly on their hands.

Ask them to smear it properly on their palm
and look at it using the UV light or smell
on their hands.

The germs can only be seen with the UV light 
in a dark place, so provide a dark cover or do the 
experiment in a dark room.

If using jelly ask one participant to wash hands 
with soap and another wash without and let 
them discuss who has clean hands – ask them 
to explain why someone who washes without 
soap can still smell body jelly on his/her hands. 
Summarise by emphasising importance of hand 
washing with soap to kill germs. 

Then ask the participants to 
summarise the critical times 
for hand washing. 
(Ensure participants mention after 
defecation, before and after eating, 
after handling a child faeces, after 
garden work, before cooking food, 
before breastfeeding etc).

Select 3 participants to explain 
how they wash hands when 
going to eat at home let other 
members observe and then 
demonstrate to participants the 
6 steps of hand washing and 
encourage them to always wash 
hand following the six steps.

1

2

3

4

5

6
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Handwashing DemonstrationStep 6

After latrine useBefore breastfeeding a babyAfter coughing or sneezingAfter disposing of children’s 
feces

Before eating food

After cleaning a latrine

After working with animals or poultry
Before feeding a toddler and when 

cleaning a baby’s play things

After cleaning a child’s bottom
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Hygiene Practices SelectionStep 7

Hand over the hygiene practice 
pictures to the participants and 
let them discuss the pictures while 
answering any questions on them.

Facilitators guide the 
participants to place pictures 
into columns of “common” and 
“uncommon” practices and “good” 
and “bad” practices.

Ask why each picture is placed 
where it is. Allow for any change 
to be made and check whether 
everyone is happy with final 
placement.

Facilitator goes through pictures clarifying 
and guiding participants to change the 
pictures to right position of “good” and “bad” 
practice or “common” and “uncommon” 
practice. Facilitate discussion on the 
constraints to changing practices (e.g. time, 
effort, taboos, and cost).

Rank the pictures in order of difficulty to 
change (allow time for discussion). 

Discuss how they will promote the 
selected practices in their community and 
Identify who will be responsible for doing what 
in the action plan.
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 Keep chicken in a corral Properly cover food and 
all water containers

Women and girls should use 
menstrual hygiene pads

Properly wash untensils with clean water 
and soap and dry them on a rack.

Sweep up chicken fecesClean fetching and storage containersClean well maintained latrine Wash hands with clean water and soap

41

Hygiene Practices SelectionStep 7
Barriers
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Sanitation LadderStep 8

Step I – Create the ladder

Step II – Assess where they are on the 
              ladder

Display pictures of different sanitation options. 

Let them discuss the pictures while clarifying 
any ambiguous interpretations.

Ask participants to place the pictures in a 
ladder from worst at the bottom to best at 
the top.

Starting from the worst, ask participants to 
explain why each picture is better than the 
previous and allow them to make changes in 
order where necessary.

Ask participants to identify the most common 
excreta disposal methods.

Use beans/stones on picture to quantify most 
common methods. 

Step III – Find where they would realistically 
                wish to be

Step IV – Develop action plan for promoting 
                selected latrine option

Ask participants to show where they would wish to 
be on the ladder

Discuss problems or constraints preventing them 
reaching this stage

Ask for more realistic choices in view of constraints 
(allow time for discussion)

As a WSC what role do you think you can play to 
promote hand washing and using a latrine to ensure 
barriers for faecal oral route are in place?

Discuss how they will promote the selected latrine in 
their locality;
Identify who will be responsible for doing what;
Plan when and where things will happen;
Discuss how to monitor progress. 
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Sanitation LadderStep 8

4343

Open defecation

Pit latrine without 
roof and door

Complete traditional 
latrine with all latrine 

components

Complete latrine 
with door, cover and 
handwashing facility

VIP latrine

VIP latrine with satopan
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Gender Tasks AnalysisStep 9

Step I – Analyse male and female roles in domestic chores

Step II – Identify how to improve gender balance in share 
              of chores

Let the participants form mixed groups of around 10 people.
Place on the ground the large pictures of man, woman and 
man & woman.
Give out the stick pictures to the participants.
Ask the participants to arrange the stick pictures in columns 
according to what chores are done by men, women and both 
men and women.

Let each group present its arrangements; Ask why pictures 
have been placed so and discuss the similarities/differences.
Ask the participants to count the number of tasks under 
each heading.
Discuss how the distribution of chores can affect the 
sustainability of water sanitation and hygiene activities in the 
home and community.
Discuss chores that could be changed to man/woman or even 
shared.

Key Points

Step III – Develop action plan 
                for promoting improved
                gender balance

Men, women, boys, and girls are
a team with shared goals.
Each person is happier when 
their family is happier, which means 
balancing work and responsibility.
Push for housework to be shared 
and not just put on women.

Discuss how they will promote the 
selected changes in the community.

Identify who will be responsible for 
doing what.

Plan when and where things will 
happen.

Discuss how to monitor progress.
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Gender Tasks AnalysisStep 9

45
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Action PlanningStep 10

Key PointsDiscuss how they could promote the selected 
practices in their community.

Ask whether there are people in their community 
(people with disabilities, elderly, child-headed 
households) that will need support to make 
improvements. Ask them to think about how the 
WSC could help mobilize the community to help.

Discuss what the WSC’s focus will be for the next 
few months and help them develop an action plan.

Identify who will be responsible for doing what.

Plan when and where things will happen.

Discuss how to monitor progress and communicate 
with SHG to build trust.

Each community is different 
and will have different issues. 
Open defecation may be a big 
problem or it may not be.

Ensure the work plan is 
achievable.

Emphasize the importance 
of regular coordination and 
communication with the SHG -- 
it will ensure the work they do is 
seen and appreciated and it will 
build trust in them.
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Action PlanningStep 10

What will 
be done

When it will be 
done

Who will 
do it

Costs Plan for funding

Contract HPMA 
for routine 
maintenance

Every 90 days 
starting January 
1st, 2021

Chairperson 80,000 Ugx
Labour:

Supplies:
Oil

Transport: 
5000 UGX

• WSC discusses the cost 
with HPMA.

• A written estimate is  
shared with SHG at SHG 
meeting next month.

• SHG agrees on the 
estimated payment.  

• WSC Chair gets funds from 
SHG and pays mechanic.

• WSC reports back to SHG 
when work completed each 
quarter.
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info@watertrust.org
www.watertrust.org


